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PostNL and Sandd are to join forces by combining their postal networks. This marks an
important development in ensuring that postal services throughout the Netherlands continue
to be reliable, accessible and affordable. PostNL and Sandd will today inform their employees
about the plan. At the same time, the announcement will be formally filed with the
Netherlands Authority for Consumers & Markets (ACM), thus setting the approval process in
motion. PostNL is to acquire all outstanding shares of Sandd, subject to transaction approval
by the authorities and consultation with the works councils and trade unions.
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The transaction assures companies and
consumers, the users of physical mail in the
Netherlands of a future postal delivery service
that remains affordable and accessible, while
continuing to meet the high-quality standards
expected, including in rural areas and
declining regions in the Netherlands. This is
also positive news for mail delivery staff of
both companies. Consolidation will bring
more job security for thousands of mail
deliverers and makes it possible to address
the declining postal market in a socially
responsible manner. PostNL offers to employ
all Sandd mail deliverers. Also for all other
Sandd employees, opportunities within
PostNL or alternatives will be considered. The
combination will enable PostNL and Sandd to
create a strong basis for a nationwide Dutch
postal network across urban and rural areas,
safeguarding a sustainable postal service for
everyone, including the elderly and socially
vulnerable groups.

Regulatory clearanceRegulatory clearanceRegulatory clearanceRegulatory clearance
PostNL and Sandd will today file their
intention to combine the networks with the
supervisory authority ACM. Under the
Competition Act, the ACM has the authority to

review those aspects of the transaction in
accordance with the competition law. The
ACM review comprises two phases, a
notification phase and an permitting phase.
This approval process has a legal term of, in
principle, four weeks for the first phase, and
13 weeks for the second phase, with a
possible extension in case the ACM requires
further clarifications. In the event that the
ACM withholds approval, the parties can
apply for approval to the State Secretary of
Economic Affairs and Climate Policy. She has
the authority to grant approval on the basis of
significant public interest. A comprehensive
approval process provides clarity and
assurance for all employees involved. Both
companies have notified their works councils
and the trade unions of the proposed
transaction. Both works councils are positive
about the intended transaction.
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At the beginning of 2018, it became clear
there was broad political support for
consolidation in the postal market in the
Netherlands. This was further evidenced by a
letter from Mona Keijzer, State Secretary for
Economic Affairs and Climate Policy, to the
Dutch House of Representatives concerning
the future of the postal market in the
Netherlands, in response to the so-called



“Postal Dialogue” process. In relation to the
future of the postal services, it was concluded
that consolidation between PostNL and
Sandd was the only option to safeguard
continuity of the postal services for Dutch
society. Combining the volumes of these two
networks will generate economies of scale,
an important factor in a declining postal
market. Consolidation is also the best option
for the Netherlands as it facilitates a socially
responsible transition to postal service in the
future.

Herna Verhagen, CEO PostNL: “This proposed
transaction will secure the foundation for a
sustainable postal service in the Netherlands.
Combining the two national postal networks
is of vital importance for the postal market in
the Netherlands to remain reliable,
affordable, innovative and accessible for
everyone. It will also serve increased
long-term employment security for mail
deliverers. This has always been an important
objective of our efforts.”

Ronald van de Laar, managing director Sandd
Holding: “I am very proud of what has been
achieved by my colleagues following the
liberalisation of the postal market. In
responding to the ever-decreasing mail
volumes in the Netherlands caused by
digitalisation, we need to be realistic. For this
reason, opting for one strong national postal
network is the best long-term solution for the
consumer, the business sector and for
employees. It is the only solution if we are to
guarantee the continuity of the postal service
in the Netherlands. Issues affecting the
integration of our networks and our
employees will also be carefully discussed
between us. The sooner we receive the
necessary approval, the better it will be for all
parties involved.”

Sustainable value creationSustainable value creationSustainable value creationSustainable value creation
The proposed transaction represents an

important step for PostNL in realising
sustainable value creation in its postal
activities in the Netherlands. The main
aspects are:

The total consideration values Sandd at an
enterprise value of €130m.
Total added volume of 720m mail items.
Anticipated annual UCOI contribution of
€50m-€60m from synergies to be realised by
combining the networks into one network,
and due to the operational synergies that will
result from combining central functions and
optimising the sorting processes.
We expect to see the first synergy benefits in
the first year following approval of the plan.
The full run-rate will be achieved in the third
year following approval. The combination of
both networks will put PostNL in a better
position to implement the restructuring
required in response to a declining postal
market, and to do this in a gradual and
socially responsible manner, thus
guaranteeing the quality of the national
postal network. Economies of scale as a
result of the integration of both postal
networks will contribute to lower costs.
The one-off implementation costs are
estimated at one times annual synergies, to
be incurred mainly in the first two years
following approval of the transaction.
PostNL will continue to implement its cost
saving plans. Due to the consolidation, some
of these cost saving initiatives will be slowed
down. The effect of this delay during the
period of four calendar years will be €(50)m-
€(70)m. The amount of the total cost savings
remains intact over this period.

PostNL key figuresPostNL key figuresPostNL key figuresPostNL key figures
- 38,000 employees
Of which 18,000 mail deliverers
- Mail volume 2018: 1,781m
- Revenue Mail NL 2018: €1,678M

Sandd key figuresSandd key figuresSandd key figuresSandd key figures
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----19,000 employees

Of which 16,000 mail deliverers
- Mail volume 2018: 720m

- Revenue Mail volume 2018: €201m
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https://www.postnl.nl/en/about-postnl/press-news/press-releases/2019/postnl-and-sandd-to-form-one-strong-national-postal-network-for-the-netherlands.html

